We report three signatures produced from SHARPIN gene copy number increase (GCN-Increase) and their effects on patients with breast cancer (BC). In the Metabric dataset (n = 2059, cBioPortal), SHARPIN GCN-Increase occurs preferentially or mutual exclusively with mutations in TP53, PIK3CA, and CDH1. These genomic alterations constitute a signature (SigMut) that significantly correlates with reductions in overall survival (OS) in BC patients (n = 1980; p = 1.081e −6). Additionally, SHARPIN GCN-Increase is associated with 4220 differentially expressed genes (DEGs). These DEGs are enriched in activation of the pathways regulating cell cycle progression, RNA transport, ribosome biosynthesis, DNA replication, and in downregulation of the pathways related to extracellular matrix. These DEGs are thus likely to facilitate the proliferation and metastasis of BC cells. Additionally, through forward (FWD) and backward (BWD) stepwise variate selections among the top 160 downregulated and top 200 upregulated DEGs using the Cox regression model, a 6-gene (SigFWD) and a 50-gene (SigBWD) signature were derived. Both signatures robustly associate with decreases in OS in BC patients within the Curtis (n = 1980; p = 6.16e −11 for SigFWD; p = 1.06e− 10, for SigBWD) and TCGA cohort (n = 817; p = 4.53e −4 for SigFWD and p = 0.00525 for SigBWD). After adjusting for known clinical factors, SigMut (HR 1.21, p = 0.0297), SigBWD (HR 1.25, p = 0.0263), and likely SigFWD (HR 1.17, p = 0.062) remain independent risk factors of BC deaths. Furthermore, the proportion of patients positive for these signatures is significantly increased in ER −, Her2-enriched, basal-like, and claudin-low BCs compared to ER + and luminal BCs. Collectively, these SHARPIN GCN-Increase-derived signatures may have clinical applications in management of patients with BC.
Introduction
Breast cancer (BC) is a leading cause of cancer death in women with approximately 1.7 million new cases and 500,000 fatalities annually [1] . Clinically, BC is classified based on the expression of estrogen receptor (ER) and Her2 and is categorized into ER+, Her2 +, or triple negative (TN; negative for ER, progesterone receptor (PR), and Her2) subclasses. Additionally, it is also classified according to gene expression profiles. Six intrinsic subtypes have been identified: luminal A and B (ER +), normal-like, Her2-enriched, basal-like, and claudin-low (the latter two being TN) BCs [2] [3] [4] [5] . Furthermore, combination of gene copy number (GCN) variation and gene expression profile has divided BC into 10 integrative clustering sub-groups [6] . In addition to GCN variation, BC contains several common mutations including TP53, PIK3CA, GATA3, and CDH1 [7] [8] [9] . Despite this rich knowledge of BC tumorigenesis, our understanding on the etiology leading to BC tumorigenesis and progression remains limited.
SHARPIN (Shank-associated RH domain interacting protein) or SIPL1 (Shank-Interacting Protein-Like 1) is a Shank-binding protein in the postsynaptic density [10] . SHARPIN is also a major component of the linear ubiquitin chain assembly complex (LUBAC), an E3 ubiquitinprotein ligase complex that activates NF-κB signalling [11] [12] [13] [14] . Additionally, SHARPIN/SIPL1 is physically associated with PTEN, resulting in PTEN inactivation [15, 16] . In line with the important contributions of NF-κB signalling and PTEN inactivation in tumorigenesis [15, 17] , SHARPIN possesses multiple oncogenic activities in vitro, including suppression of apoptosis [18, 19] , enhancement of cell detachment and migration [20, 21] , and AKT activation [15] . In vivo, SHARPIN promotes the tumorigenesis of cervical cancer [15] and hepatocellular carcinoma [22] . In patients, upregulation of SHARPIN occurs in ovarian cancer, cervical cancer, liver cancer, and prostate cancer [15, 20, 22, 23] .
NF-κB signalling, PI3K activation, and PTEN inactivation are well demonstrated oncogenic events that occur during BC tumorigenesis [24] . Of note, upregulation of SHARPIN expression was detected in BC [16, 25, 26] . SHARPIN plays a role in BC metastasis [25] and inhibition of p53-mediated tumor suppression [26] . Elevations in SHARPIN expression modestly associate with reductions in overall survival (OS) in patients with breast cancer [16, 25, 26] . In supporting these observations, an increase in SHARPIN gene copy number (GCN) was also observed and this genomic alteration modestly correlates with shortening of OS in patients with BC [16] .
To further examine the association of SHARPIN GCN increase with BC prognosis, we have taken a thorough in silico investigation of SHARPIN GCN increase, its-associated enrichment in mutations and gene expression, and the impact of these events on OS in patients with breast cancer. The two most comprehensive datasets, the Metabric (n = 2509) and TCGA-Cell (n = 817) cohorts within the cBioPortal database were used. We report here the identification of SHARPIN GCN increase-associated mutations of TP53, PI3KCA, GATA3, CDH1, AKT, and ASXL1 and > 4000 differentially expressed genes (DEGs). These DEGs function in multiple aspects of cell proliferation and extracellular matrix processes. Furthermore, these enrichments in mutations and DEGs form three signatures that robustly associate with shortening of OS in patients with breast cancer.
Materials and methods

cBioPortal
The Metabric and TCGA-Cell 2015 (TCGA) datasets within cBioPortal [27, 28] (http://www.cbioportal.org/index.do) contain 2509 and 815 patients with breast cancer, respectively. The Metabric dataset constitutes two sub-datasets with one being the Curtis [6] containing 1980 patients with a follow-up period up to 350 months (http://www. cbioportal.org/index.do). The TCGA dataset has 816 tumors (from 815 patients) with RNA sequencing and copy number variation data and a follow-up period of 300 months [29] (http://www.cbioportal.org/ index.do).
Establishment of three SHARPING GCN increase-derived signatures: SigMut, SigFWD, and SigBWD
Enrichment data of mutations and gene expression (differentially expressed genes/DEGs) with respect to SHARPIN GCN increases were extracted from the Metabric dataset. The six enriched mutations (Table 1) were analyzed for contributions to hazard ratio (HR) using the Cox regression model (SPSS Statistics version 23). The top 160 downregulated DEGs and top 200 upregulated DEGs were selected for their effects on HR by either forward (FWD) stepwise or backward (BWD) stepwise method, using the multivariate Cox regression model (SPSS Statistics version 23). These analyses resulted in three signatures: SigMut, SigWFD, and SigBWD.
Gene set and pathway enrichment analyses
The GAGE package in R was used to analyze DEGs for gene set enrichment within the KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) and GO (gene ontology) databases [30] . Pathway enrichment was performed using the Reactome package in R [31] .
Statistical analysis
Fisher's exact test was performed using the GraphPad Prism 5 software. Kaplan-Meier surviving curves and log-rank test were carried out using the R survival package, SPSS Statistics version 23, and tools provided by cBioPortal. Multivariate Cox regression analysis was performed using the R survival package and SPSS Statistics version 23. A value of p < 0.05 is considered statistically significant.
Results
Increase in SHARPIN GCN associates with mutations in TP53, PIK3CA, CDH1, and others
The SHARPIN gene resides at 8q24.3 which is frequently amplified in breast cancers (BC) [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . SHARPIN GCN increase was reported to correlate with a reduction in OS in patients with BC [16] . In accordance with these observations, we observed SHARPIN GCN amplification in 403 breast tumors among 1980 BCs in the Curtis sub-dataset [6] of the Metabric dataset within the cBioPortal database; the amplification modestly associates with a decrease in OS in BC patients [38] (see Fig. 1 in Ref [38] ). This modest association is consistent with the consensus that individual factors have limited biomarker values and that combination of multiple factors is needed to yield a robust signature. To improve SHARPIN GCN amplification-derived association with the OS reduction, we have extracted the genomic events (mutations and gene copy number variation) from the Metabric dataset, which are enriched with SHARPIN GCN amplification. Since the 8q24 region is commonly amplified in BC, a large number of loci are co-amplified with SHARPIN, which is attributable to "the neighboring effect". As such, their coamplification may not contribute to the biomarker value of SHARPIN GCN increase. We thus focused on enrichment in gene mutations. With enrichment being defined at q value < 0.05, we have extracted a set of enriched mutations with either co-occurrence or mutual exclusiveness with SHARPIN GCN increase (Table 1) . Interestingly, these enriched mutations include TP53, PIK3CA, GATA3, and CDH1 (Table 1 ). These genes are frequently mutated in BC and play important roles in BC tumorigenesis [6, 7, 29, 39] . Nonetheless, the potential role of ASXL1 (additional sex comb-like 1) in BC remains unclear. We subsequently determined the contributions of these mutations to SHARPIN genomic amplification-associated reductions in OS in BC patients. Through multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression analyses of SHARPIN GCN increase, together with those altered mutations (Table 1) , we were able to remove variates with either negative co-efficient or non-significant HR. After three rounds of selection, a mutation-related signature (SigMut) consisting of SHARPIN GCN increase (HR 1.155, 95% CI: 1.00-1.334, p = 0.05), TP53 mutation (HR 1.269, 95% CI: 1.20-1.438, p < 0.001) and CDH1 mutation (HR 1.263, 95% CI: 1.039-1.537, p = 0.019) was formulated ( Fig. 1A) . Removal of either TP53 mutation or CDH1 mutation decreased the signature's association with reductions in OS from p = 1.081e − 6 ( Fig. 1A ) to 2.93e −3 or 1.205e −5. In the total recurrent cases (605 + 538 = 1143, Fig. 1A ), 52.93% were SigMut-positive, which was reduced to 43.57% after removal of "SHARPIN GCN increase" from the signature; the difference was statistically significant (p < 0.0001 by chi-squared test). While SigMut correlates with OS reductions at p = 1.081e− 6, the correlation is at p = 2.358e − 6 after removal of "SHARPIN GCN increase" from it. In this regard, individual components make unique contributions to SigMut's biomarker value.
In comparison to SHARPIN GCN increase alone (see Fig. 1 in Ref [38] ), SigMut is much more robust in association with shortening of OS in patients with breast cancer (Fig. 1B) . The association is also stronger during the first 150 month follow-up ( Fig. 1C ) when compared to the entire follow-up period of 350 months (Fig. 1B ). Furthermore, in the ER expression-based BC classification system, SigMut correlates with decreases of OS only in patients with ER + BC ( Fig. 1D ). However, in comparison to 40% of ER + tumors being SigMut-positive, a significantly higher proportion of ER− BCs (79.3%) are SigMut-positive (Table 2) . Collectively, the above observations support the association of SigMut with poor prognosis in patients with BC.
Identification and characterization of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) that are associated with SHARPIN GCN increase
To further examine the impact of SHARPIN GCN increase, we determined DEGs in breast tumors with and without SHARPIN GCN increase. From the Metabric dataset (n = 2509) within the cBioPortal database, we retrieved 4220 DEGs that were defined by q < 0.001 (see Table 1 in Ref [38] ). SHARPIN is among the upregulated DEGs (item #4157, see Table 1 in Ref [38] ), an observation that provides additional support for the relevance of SHARPIN GCN increase in reducing OS in patients with breast cancer.
To characterize these DEGs, we performed enrichment analysis for gene sets using the GAGE package in R [30] . Enrichment was defined by q < 0.05. Using the KEGG gene set database, 58, 44, 32, and 21 genes among DEGs are respectively upregulated in the gene sets of cell cycle regulation, RNA transport, ribosome biosynthesis, and DNA replication ( Table 3 ). Similar enrichment in gene set was also obtained using the Gene Ontology (GO) go.gs and go.sets.hs database (Table 3) . Nonetheless, additional gene sets are upregulated in the go.gs and go.sets.hs datasets; these gene sets function in RNA processing, DNA metabolism, translation, protein metabolism, and cytoskeleton organization (see Tables 2 and 3 in Ref [38] ). Interestingly, downregulation of gene sets involved in extracellular matrix was also observed within the go.set.hs database ( Table 3 ). These observations agree well with the reported roles of SHARPIN in cytoskeleton organization [20, 21] , particularly in regulating collagen and extracellular matrix structure [40] .
We subsequently carried out pathway enrichment analysis using the Reactome package in R [31] . A set of 87 pathways are upregulated among SHARPIN GCN increase-associated DEGs. These pathways function in cell cycle regulation, RNA processing, DNA metabolism, amino acid metabolism, purine metabolism, and p53-regulated transcription of cell cycle genes (see Table 4 in Ref [38] ). The enrichment in p53-regulated cell cycle events is supported by the enrichment of TP53 mutations in tumors with increases in SHARPIN GCN (Table 1 ; Fig. 1A ). The top 12 enriched pathways include those functioning in cell cycle regulation, chromatid separation, and DNA replication (Fig. 2) . The network nature of DEGs contributing to the pathway enrichment can be documented (Fig. 3) . Taken together, evidence supports that SHARPIN GCN increase-associated DEGs promote cell proliferation, DNA metabolism, and other essential cellular processes that are involved in cell proliferation.
Building two signatures with dynamic association with OS in patients with breast cancer
Elevation in cell proliferation is a major contributor to tumor progression; the observed upregulation above in gene sets and pathways promoting cell cycle progression and other aspects of cell proliferation among DEGs related to SHARPIN GCN increase strongly indicates an association of the DEGs with clinical outcome, more specifically, with OS in BC patients. To address this possibility, we selected 360 DEGs for signature building. These DEGs consist of the top 160 downregulated and top 200 upregulated DEGs, based on the level of changes in tumors with SHARPIN GCN increase vs those without the increase (see Table 1 in Ref [38] ). For the 160 downregulated DEGs, tumors (patients) were defined to express reduced DEG genes if the genes are expressed at levels 1.5 standard derivation lower than (− 1.5SD) the reference population mean expression; for the upregulated 200 DEGs, patients were stratified into two groups: one with upregulation of specific DEGs if the DEGs are expressed at levels > 2SD above the reference population mean expression and one without specific DEG upregulation when the DEG genes are expressed at levels not exceeding 2SD above the population mean. By using multiple Cox regression analysis, we first removed those variates with negative co-efficient ≤ −0.1 and then selected 57 DEGs. These DEGs were then imputed into the Cox regression model (SPSS Statistics version 23) for both forward and backward stepwise method of co-variate selection. Each method of selection respectively resulted in a 6-gene forward (FWD) signature (SigFWD) (Fig. 4A ) and a 50-gene backward signature (SigBWD) (see Table 5 in Ref [38] ). SigFWD consists of downregulation in FGD3, PCM1, and FOSB as well as upregulation of UTP23, TSTA3, and RHPN1 (Fig. 4A ). FGD3 and SUSD3 form a metagene with a strong prediction of OS in patients with BC from the Metabric dataset [41] . PCM1 is a candidate of tumor suppressor in breast cancer [42] . A very recent report revealed that FOSB possesses tumor suppression activities toward triple negative breast cancer [43] . UTP23 functions in ribosome RNA processing [44] , which is likely a risk factor for colorectal cancer [45] . TSTA3 is a potential oncogenic factor in breast cancer [46] . RHPN1 regulates cytoskeleton in podocytes [47] , but its potential role in tumorigenesis remains unclear. Collectively, the general function of the individual components of SigFWD in tumorigenesis supports an association of SigFWD with poor prognosis of patients with BC. In this regard, SigFWD robustly associates with decreases in OS in two independent cohorts of patients with BC, the Metabric (n = 1980; Fig. 4B ) and the TCGA-Cell (n = 815; Fig. 4C ).
SigBWD constitutes 50 DEGs, including SHARPIN (item #38, see Table 5 in Ref [38] ). SigBWD dramatically correlates with reductions in OS in BC patients from the Metabric and TCGA datasets (Fig. 4D, E) .
Study of the association of SigMut, SigFWD, and SigBWD with BCderived poor prognosis
Gene copy number increase and elevation of SHARPIN (SIPL1) gene expression displayed a modest association with reductions in OS largely in patients with ER + breast cancer [16] . Of note, SigMut correlates with OS reductions in patients with ER+ BC (Fig. 1D ) but not those with ER− BC (p = 0.438). Both SigFWD and SigBWD significantly associate with OS reduction in patients with either ER+ or ER − BC (see Fig. 2 in Ref [38] ). For PAM50 classified intrinsic BC subtypes, SigMut, SigFWD, and SigBWD all correlate with shortening of OS in patients with luminal or normal-like BCs, but not in those with basallike or Her2-enriched breast tumors (Table 4 ). SigFWD and SigBWD display a relationship with OS reduction in clauding-low BC subclass at a statistically significant level and close to a significant level, respectively (Table 4 ). Normal-like BCs are more aggressive than luminal BC and less aggressive than those of basal-like, Her2-enriched, and Claudin-low breast tumors [48] . The discussions above thus suggest a tendency of all three signatures in association with OS decreases in patients with less aggressive breast tumors. Nonetheless, SigMut, SigFWD, and SigBWD are expressed at a significant higher rate in aggressive BC sub-types compared to those of a less aggressive nature. For example, they are expressed at a higher rate in ER− vs ER+ subgroups, basal-like and Her2-enriched breast tumors vs luminal breast cancers, and basal-like and Her2-enriched vs normal-like subclasses ( Table 2 ). Furthermore, after adjusting for the age at diagnosis, cellularity, Integrative Cluster, Neoplasm Histologic Grade, Nottingham prognostic index, tumor size and tumor stage, SigMut and SigBWD as well as likely SigFWD (Table 5 ) remain risk factors for breast cancer fatality. Taken together, the above evidence supports an association of SigMut, SigFWD, and SigBWD with poor prognosis in patients with breast cancer.
SigMut, SigFWD, and SigBWD associate with poor prognosis in overlapped and different populations of patients with BC
The fact that all the three signatures were derived from SHARPIN GCN increase indicates a relationship among these signatures in predicting a reduction in OS in patients with breast cancer. This concept is supported by their similarities in association with OS reductions in patients with ER+ or normal-like BC but not with basal-like or Her2enriched subtypes (Table 4 ). Additionally, alterations in the three signatures can be demonstrated in a core patient group (see Fig. 3 in Ref [38] ). A combination of SigMut with SigFWD significantly associates with a decrease in OS in the Curtis cohort [risk cases 1217/fatality cases 746 and median months survival/MMS 129.4 months compared to nonrisk cases (signature negative) 763/397, MMS 187; p = 5.29e − 9] (Fig. 5A ). However, in comparison to SigFWD alone (853/538, MMS 106 vs 1127/605, MMS 181; p = 6.16e −11) (Fig. 4B) , SigMut plus SigFWD is clearly not more potent in association with the OS reductions (Fig. 5A ). This suggests that both SigMut and SigFWD associate largely with an overlapped patient cohort. On the other hand, a combination of SigMut and SigBWD (Fig. 5B ) is more potent than either of them alone (Figs. 1A and 4D ), indicating the existence of a non-overlapped predictive value for this pair of signatures. This relationship is further supported by the combination of SigFWD and SigBWD, which results in enhancement of the association (Fig. 5C ) compared to either (Fig. 4B,  D) . Finally, a combination of all three produced the most powerful signature examined in this manuscript (Fig. 5D ). Collectively, we provide evidence supporting overlapped and independent features among SigMut, SigFWD, and SigBWD in their association with poor outcome in patients with BC.
Discussion
Since its initial identification as a Shank-binding protein in the postsynaptic density in 2001 [10] , SHARPIN/SIPL1 has been emerging as a protein with multiple functions in the regulation of cell cytoskeleton [20, 21, 49] , extracellular matrix structure [40] , activation of NF-κB signalling [11] [12] [13] [14] , as well as inhibition of PTEN-and p53-derived tumor suppression [15, 26] . Consistent with these oncogenic processes, accumulative evidence demonstrates a general tumor-promoting function of SHARPIN in multiple cancer types, including cervical cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, ovarian cancer, prostate cancer, and breast cancer [15, 16, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 50] . However, the impact of SHARPIN on the outcome of patients with BC has not been thoroughly investigated, neither has the potential pathways underlying SHARPIN's influence on breast cancer prognosis.
By in silico analysis of the rich genomic alteration and gene expression data of breast cancer available in the cBioPortal database [27, 28] (http://www.cbioportal.org/index.do), we have formulated three signatures using the enriched mutation and gene expression data that are associated with SHARPIN GCN increase. While SigFWD and SigBWD predict OS reductions in patients with ER − breast cancer, all three signatures robustly correlate with OS decreases in patients with ER+ BCs. The biomarker values of all three signatures in predicting OS shortening in patients with either basal-like or Her2-enriched subclasses are limited. It is thus suggested that all three signatures that were derived from SHARPIN GCN amplification have diagnostic and prognostic values in management of patients with ER+ breast cancer. Among the three signatures, SigFWD is the most robust in association with OS reductions in two large and independent cohorts of patient with breast cancer (n = 1980, n = 815); its composition is also simple. SigFWD is thus appealing. However, its biomarker value needs to be further studied in comparison to other clinical biomarker sets in order to develop it for use in the clinical field. With the exception of FGD3 in SigFWD, the rest of the components have yet to be thoroughly investigated with respect to their contributions to BC tumorigenesis and progression; this will be an interesting area for future investigations. Based on the apparent overlap between SigMut and SigFWD, as well as the observed compensation (or addictive values) between SigBWD and SigMut or SigFWD in association with OS reduction in patients with breast cancer, specific combinations among the three signatures can be envisaged, particularly the combination of all three signatures put together ( Fig. 5D ).
It should be stressed that although the three signatures are not able to predict OS decrease in patients with either basal-like or Her2-enriched breast tumors, the signatures are expressed in these BC subclasses at significantly higher rates compared to the luminal subtype. This implies that the imbalance in distribution between signature positive and signature negative tumors is likely a major cause for the insignificant association in these BC subtypes. On the other hand, it will be interesting to determine whether these signatures have applications in the differentiation of intrinsic subtypes of breast cancer.
The suggested mechanisms by which SHARPIN GCN increase-derived signatures associate with poor prognosis in patients with breast cancer include upregulation of multiple pathways promoting cell proliferation, such as the pathways of cell cycle progression, DNA replication and repair, as well as other processes. Intriguingly, elevations in SHARPIN GCN associate with downregulation of pathways regulating extracellular matrix. This is consistent with a recent report revealing SHARPIN's ability to facilitate breast epithelial cell-mediated invasion during mammary development by regulating extracellular matrix structure [40] . Finally, how SHARPIN regulates the above pathways in the context of breast cancer tumorigenesis and progression should be investigated in future.
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